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about mortgage servicers, a fact sheet that outlines ones legal rights if

you get caught in a mortgage serving mess has been put together by

the Federal Trade Commission. (A) a fact sheet that outlines ones

legal rights if you get caught in a mortgage serving mess has been put

together by the Federal Trade Commission (B) an outline of ones

legal rights has been put together by the Federal Trade Commission

if one gets caught up in a mortgaging mess on a fact sheet (C) should

you get caught in a mortgaging mess, a fact sheet outlining your legal

rights has been put together by the Federal Trade Commission (D)

there is a fact sheet put together by the Federal Trade Commission,

which outlines ones legal rights in a mortgage servicing mess (E) the

Federal Trade Commission has put together a fact sheet that outlines

your legal rights if you get caught in a mortgage servicing mess 2. Our

rate of teenage pregnancies is among the highest in the industrialized

world, being exceeded only by Chile, Hungary, Romania, Cuba, and

Bulgaria. (A) is among the highest in the industrialized world, being

exceeded only by (B) is among the highest in the industrialized

world, exceeded only by that of (C) are among the highest in the

industrialized world, only exceeded by (D) is among the highest in

the industrialized world, and exceeds only (E) are among the highest

in the industrialized world, and they exceed those of only 3.

Carpenters, dentists, sewing machine operators, needlepointers,



piano players, and indeed anyone who works with their hands for

long hours can get carpal tunnel syndrome. (A) anyone who works

(B) anyone working (C) workers (D) those for whom work is (E)

any people who work 4. In June, 1981, six teenagers in the village of

Medjugorje, Yugoslavia, claimed to have had visions of the Virgin

Mary, who they say has continued to appear to them over the

ensuing years. (A) claimed to have had visions of the Virgin Mary,

who (B) claimed to have visions of the Virgin Mary, whom (C)

claimed to have had visions of the Virgin Mary, whom (D) claimed

to have visions of the Virgin Mary, who (E) had claimed to have had

visions of the Virgin Mary, whom 5. In 1922, when Truman was

almost forty years old, he was living in his mother-in-laws house,

watching the haberdashery store he opened three years earlier go

bankrupt, and he faced a future with no visible prospects. (A)

opened three years earlier go bankrupt, and he faced (B) opened

three years earlier go bankrupt and faced (C) had opened three years

earlier go bankrupt, and he was facing (D) had opened three years

earlier go bankrupt, and facing (E) was opening three years earlier

going bankrupt, and facing 6. Within the boundaries of artistic

rivalry lies a sense of family: the shared genetic inheritance, or

accident, that enables musicians to make music. (A) Within the

boundaries of artistic rivalry lies a sense of family (B) Within the

boundaries of artistic rivalry lays a sense of family (C) A sense of

family lies inside of the boundaries of artistic rivalry (D) A family

sense lies within artistic rivalrys boundaries (E) Within artistic

rivalrys boundaries lays a family sense 100Test 下载频道开通，各
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